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Mr. Was
1998-03

after his dying grandfather tries to strangle him jack lund discovers a door that leads him fifty years into the past
and involves him in events that determine his own future

Rash
2012-02-07

consumption of alcohol illegal football and other violent sports illegal ownership of guns chain saws and or large
dogs illegal body piercings tattoos illegal it s late in the twenty first century and the united safer states of america
ussa has become a nation obsessed with safety for bo marsten a teenager who grew up in the ussa it s all good he
knows the harsh laws were created to protect the people but when bo s temper flares out of control and he s
sentenced to three years of manual labor he s not so down with the law anymore bo s forced to live and work in a
factory in the canadian tundra the warden running the place is totally out of his mind and cares little for his inmates
safety bo will have to decide what s worse a society that locks people up for road rage or a prison where the wrong
move could make you polar bear food

Ring Game
2013-05-07

to save a friend s daughter from a bad marriage joe crow confronts cultists carnies and cocaine wackos poker
playing ex cop joe crow has been dealt some rotten hands in his life but he s survived them all when axel speeter
starts begging for help crow suspects his luck is about to run out a taco dealing former poker pro speeter s worried
about his girlfriend s daughter carmen she s the sexiest trouble magnet the state of omaha has ever seen and she s
about to drag crow down with her carmen has just gotten engaged to hyatt hilton a onetime drug pusher who s
currently scratching out a living selling bootlegged evian speeter wants crow to make sure he s staying on the
straight and narrow and it looks like hilton s involved in something much more dangerous than designer water he s
about to cross the amaranthine church of the one a new age cult convinced that it s found the secret to immortality
and doesn t mind killing to prove it

Short Money
2013-05-07

desperate for cash small town cop joe crow takes a security job that could cost him his life joe crow celebrates his
thirty third birthday in his patrol car watching for speeders and sniffing fat lines of cocaine a depressed cop with a
faltering marriage a rotten stomach and an increasingly expensive drug habit crow is just looking for a drink and a
poker game when he steps into birdy s instead he meets a man who might be able to save his life or destroy it he
first notices dr nelson bellwether when the liposuction expert has a chair smashed over his head a surgeon with a
big mouth a gambler s personality and some serious debt to the irs he s on his way to deep trouble and he s going
to bring crow along for the ride dr bellwether needs a bodyguard and crow is his man pretty soon this small town
cop will wish he had a bodyguard of his own

Mrs. Million
2013-05-07

a lottery jackpot winner decides to turn one of her millions into a bounty for the man who left her barbaraannette is



decorating a cake when the powerball numbers come in they sound suspiciously familiar but she finishes the cake
before checking her ticket knowing that if she wins her hands will be too shaky to handle the icing this quiet
midwesterner has just won nine million dollars and nine million kinds of trouble to go with it accepting her money
on national television barbaraannette promises a cool million to anyone who can bring her runaway husband home
to her when he hears of the reward placed for his return bobby decides to claim it himself but first he s got to get
past a pair of bounty hunters a psychotic pretty boy and a lovelorn humanities professor who won t take no for an
answer getting her husband home safe will be tougher than winning the lottery whether barbaraannette will want
him when he gets there is another question altogether

Invisible
2005-06

doug and andy are unlikely best friends one a loner obsessed by his model trains the other a popular student
involved in football and theater who grew up together and share a bond that nothing can sever

Drawing Dead
2013-05-07

after losing a poker hand to a sleazy stockbroker an ex cop must work to pay off his debt before cocaine joe crow
had a wife and a job with the big river police department now he has neither and he s left behind coke too sober
quiet and reflective his only vice is poker one night he gets into trouble and winds up in debt to the drug addled
slimeball dickie wicky as repayment crow agrees to do dickie a favor dickie thinks his wife a slender young thing
called catfish is running around on him he wants crow to find her lover and pay him to leave her alone but catfish
has charms and troubles of her own and she will draw crow into the underbelly of minnesota a world of drugs
murder and the dangerous business of counterfeit comic books this girl is one fish that crow should have thrown
back

Pete Hautman
2015-11-19

this book examines the life and work of pete hautman whose more than 15 books for young adults cover a wide ride
of diverse subjects chapters will explicate his work offering critical commentary on the content style and standard
literary elements beginning with his first ya novel mr was 1996

All-in
2012-02-07

originally published new york simon schuster books for young readers 2007

No Limit
2009-12-01

a teen develops a gambling addiction in this risk heavy read in trade paperback for the first time sixteen year old
denn doyle s troubles begin with a seemingly harmless and extremely profitable game of poker with some
neighborhood kids eager to join the adult world denn realizes that casinos and poker are a means to do exactly that
his hobby progresses to a habit and then to an addiction that threatens relationships with his parents girlfriend and
best friend hautman explores the escalation of denn s gambling without preachiness dealing with his problem in a



straightforward and knowledgeable manner

Slider
2017-09-12

competitive eating vies with family expectations in a funny heartfelt novel for middle grade readers by national
book award winner pete hautman david can eat an entire sixteen inch pepperoni pizza in four minutes and thirty six
seconds not bad but he knows he can do better in fact he ll have to do better he s going to compete in the super
pigorino bowl the world s greatest pizza eating contest and he has to win it because he borrowed his mom s credit
card and accidentally put 2 000 on it so he really needs that prize money like yesterday as if training to be a
competitive eater weren t enough he s also got to keep an eye on his little brother mal who if the family believed in
labels would be labeled autistic but they don t so they just label him mal and don t even get started on the new
weirdness going on between his two best friends cyn and heyman master talent pete hautman has whipped up a
rich narrative shot through with equal parts humor and tenderness and the result is a middle grade novel too
delicious to put down

Rag Man
2002-02-20

suppose you quit your job took out a second mortgage and borrowed every penny of your in laws nest egg to start
up a surefire new business what if your partner ran off with all your money what if you caught up with him these are
the questions pete hautman s hero faces in rag man a wryly funny faustian tale of a good man going bad mack
macwray s new clothing manufacturing company was wildly successful until the day his charming street savvy
partner lars larson disappeared with all the assets leaving mack stuck with nothing but debts and shattered dreams
devastated mack thinks he has nothing left to live for until at the edge of a cliff on the idyllic mexican resort of isla
mujeres he comes face to face with his former partner mack discovers something about himself that fateful
afternoon that maybe he s not such a nice guy after all after push comes to shove mack must live with what he has
become mack returns to the u s with his moral compass demagnetized and discovers a world of opportunity without
the ball and chain of guilt and accountability making money is all but guaranteed he transforms himself from
bankrupt loser to hard nosed success story but at what cost his wife wants the old mack back her best friend wants
mack in bed lars s widow wants money or revenge and detective jerry pleasant wants answers or maybe more as
the pace quickens and tensions rise these characters begin to surprise even themselves pete hautman treads the
line between psychological darkness and laugh out loud funny as he asks tough questions about the nature of good
and evil and offers some unexpected answers

What Boys Really Want
2012-01-01

national book award winning author pete hautman lets us in on the secret lita is the writer adam is the
entrepreneur they are just friends so adam would never sell copies of a self help book before he d even written it
and lita would never try to break up adam s relationship with blair the skankiest girl at school they d never
sabotage their friends emily and dennis lita would never date a guy related to a girl she can t stand they d never
steal each other s blog posts and adam would never end up in a fist fight with lita s boyfriend nope never adam and
lita might never agree on what happened but in this hilarious story from pete hautman they manage to give the
world a little more insight into what boys and girls are really looking for

The Mortal Nuts
2013-05-07



targeted by drug addicts a carnival taco vendor must defend his fortune after years playing professional poker axel
speeter knows not to trust people retired from the table this no nonsense old salt makes ends meet by selling tacos
at the minnesota state fair and he s got two things on his mind developing a state of the art burrito and keeping an
eye on the 260 000 he s got squirreled away in coffee cans inside his room at the motel 6 he s so busy perfecting
his bueno burrito that he doesn t even notice when james dean walks into the carnival this james dean isn t famous
but he s certainly wild a drug addicted ex con with a taste for mayhem he s got his eye on speeter s coffee cans but
quickly finds that the old hustler is not as brittle as your average taco shell when a crook meets a carny someone s
bound to get hurt

Godless
2008-06-23

why mess around with catholicism when you can have your own customized religion fed up with his parents boring
old religion agnostic going on atheist jason bock invents a new god the town s water tower he recruits an unlikely
group of worshippers his snail farming best friend shin cute as a button whatever that means magda price and the
violent and unpredictable henry stagg as their religion grows it takes on a life of its own while jason struggles to
keep the faith pure shin obsesses over writing their bible and the explosive henry schemes to make the new faith
even more exciting and dangerous when the chutengodians hold their first ceremony high atop the dome of the
water tower things quickly go from merely dangerous to terrifying and deadly jason soon realizes that inventing a
religion is a lot easier than controlling it but control it he must before his creation destroys both his friends and
himself

Otherwood
2018-09-11

what happened in the woods that day pete hautman s riveting middle grade novel touches on secrets and
mysteries and the power of connections with family and friends hatred combined with lies and secrets can break
the world grandpa zach used to say that before he died but stuey never really knew what he meant it was kind of
like how he used to talk about quantum physics or how he used to say ghosts haunted their overgrown golf course
but then one day after stuey and his best friend elly rose spend countless afternoons in the deadfall in the middle of
the woods something totally unbelievable happens as stuey and elly rose struggle to come to grips with their lives
after that reality splitting moment all the things grandpa zach used to say start to make a lot more sense this is a
book about memory and loss and the destructive nature of secrets but also about the way friendship truth and
perseverance have the ability to knit a torn apart world back together

Full House
2007-09-20

is there any greater thrill than staring down your opponent across the poker table waiting for the card that will
make or break your hand acclaimed ya novelist pete hautman would know he s been a poker fanatic for thirty years
and with poker now an international tv phenomenon the time seems right for an anthology about this most exciting
game from a contest that pits a hapless teen against his girlfriend s redneck family to a midnight game with the
devil to an internet poker scheme gone horribly wrong the stories here brilliantly reveal how poker can both
irrevocably affect and eerily imitate teenage life

Doohickey
2010-05-11



nick fashon is having a bad day he s just found out his estranged grandfather has died mysteriously in the arizona
desert then he meets his potential father in law who turns out to be an ex cop with a screw loose and a penchant
for bean dip to top it off he returns home to find his successful clothing shop has just burned to the ground and
taken his upstairs apartment with it love fashion was nick fashon and vince love s thriving clothing store until it
went up in flames the work of an arsonist police say suddenly nick is homeless and disillusioned and both the
insurance investigators and the police want a word with him where can he turn for help he s wearing out his
welcome with his archaeologist girlfriend gretchen who s developing her own suspicions about him his business
partner and best friend vince isn t much help either as nick discovers more and more disturbing clues that point to
vince as the one who set the blaze things begin to look up when nick finds out his eccentric late grandfather has left
him an unusual inheritance a thriving pet coffin business and a barn full of peculiar inventions including one
particularly interesting doohickey called the handymate the handymate is the ultimate kitchen gadget a simple tool
that can cut core chop slice and potentially transform the domestic world full of entrepreneurial zeal nick is
determined to see one in every kitchen drawer in america but nick isn t the only one planning to strike it rich with
the handymate yola fuentes nick s grandfather s irresistibly sexy business partner is so determined to get the
handymate that she makes nick an offer he can t refuse and robo fuentes her jealous ex husband has a bullet with
nick s name on it if he takes her up on that offer nick quickly finds himself caught in a situation where a twisted
thing of plastic might end up costing him his girlfriend his self respect and his life with the help of a cast of colorful
characters master storyteller pete hautman delivers a stylish and funny mystery with more twists and turns than
the handymate itself

Hole in the Sky
2009-12-01

in 2028 a deadly flu virus ravages the earth only one in two thousand survive the virus and these survivors are
rarely left unaffected by 2038 only 38 million people remain on earth most of them live in small communities ever
fearful of outsiders who might bring the deadly flu ceej kane lives with his uncle and his survivor sister harryette in
an abandoned hotel on the rim of the grand canyon his quiet boring life suddenly becomes a desperate adventure
when uncle and harryette disappear searching for them ceej and his only friend tim are attacked by the kinka a
renegade band of half mad survivors who spread the flu to make more of their own worse yet it appears that
harryette has joined them fleeing deep into the canyon a narrow land of ghosts and ancient secrets ceej and tim
meet bella a mysterious hopi girl she has been searching the canyon for the sipapuni a mystical portal that the hopi
believe leads to another world tim thinks bella is crazy but ceej is not so sure maybe there is a way out of this flu
ravaged world but first they must find out what happened to uncle and they must save harryette from the kinka if
she wants to be saved as with his earlier novels mr was and stone cold acclaimed author pete hautman pushes the
boundaries of young adult fiction combining action science fiction and spirituality hole in the sky is the rarest of
novels a thrilling page turner that will make you think

The Prop
2007-11-01

national book award winner pete hautman delivers a fast paced mystery set in the torrid unforgiving southwestern
desert where the stakes are sky high and all bets are off peeky kane is a prop player at an arizona casino owned by
the santa cruz tribe her job is to play poker she makes a handsome living off the suckers who populate the card
room life is sweet but something s not right at casino santa cruz when peeky inadvertently finds herself in a fixed
game and comes away a couple thousand dollars richer she finds herself drawn unwittingly toward the dark side of
professional poker peeky has always thought of herself as a straight shooter but now things aren t so clear and they
re about to get a lot murkier when a band of clown masked robbers makes off with millions of the casino s dollars
and leaves behind four corpses peeky recognizes one of the robbers as a casino employee and fears that one of her
closest loved ones might also be involved that same day peeky s son in law turns up to tell her that jaymie her
beloved daughter has been stealing money from peeky for years to feed a crack habit numb from these revelations



peeky is compelled to action by an unlikely source when the most powerful member of the santa cruz tribe calls
upon her to help him save his troubled casino peeky must draw on her years of reading poker faces and playing the
odds to save the casino her daughter and herself

Blank Confession
2011-11-15

a new and enigmatic student named shayne appears at high school one day befriends the smallest boy in the
school and takes on a notorious drug dealer before turning himself in to the police for killing someone

Sweetblood
2010-08-31

sixteen year old lucy szabo is undead at least according to her own theories about vampirism lucy believes that the
first vampires with their pale skin long teeth and uncontrollable thirst were dying diabetics and she should know she
s a diabetic herself when lucy becomes involved with draco a self proclaimed real vampire she meets in the
transylvania internet chat room her world begins crashing down around her caught up in late night parties and goth
culture she begins to lose control of her grades relationships and health lucy realizes she needs to make some
important choices and fast but it may already be too late

The Obsidian Blade
2012-04-10

kicking off a riveting sci fi trilogy national book award winner pete hautman plunges us into a world where time is a
tool and the question is who will control it the first time his father disappeared tucker feye had just turned thirteen
the reverend feye simply climbed on the roof to fix a shingle let out a scream and vanished only to walk up the
driveway an hour later looking older and worn with a strange girl named lahlia in tow in the months that followed
tucker watched his father grow distant and his once loving mother slide into madness but then both of his parents
disappear now in the care of his wild uncle kosh tucker begins to suspect that the disks of shimmering air he keeps
seeing one right on top of the roof hold the answer to restoring his family and when he dares to step into one he s
launched on a time twisting journey from a small midwestern town to a futuristic hospital run by digitally
augmented healers from the death of an ancient prophet to a forest at the end of time inevitably tucker s actions
alter the past and future changing his world forever

How to Steal a Car
2011

fifteen year old suburban high school student kelleigh who has her learner s permit recounts how she began
stealing cars one summer for reasons that seem unclear even to her

Eden West
2015-04-14

tackling faith doubt and transformation national book award winner pete hautman explores a boy s unraveling
allegiance to an insular cult twelve square miles of paradise surrounded by an eight foot high chain link fence this is
nodd the land of the grace it is all seventeen year old jacob knows beyond the fence lies the world a wicked terrible
place doomed to destruction when the archangel zerachiel descends from heaven only the grace will be spared the



horrors of the apocalypse but something is rotten in paradise a wolf invades nodd slaughtering the grace s sheep a
new boy arrives from outside and his scorn and disdain threaten to tarnish jacob s contentment then while
patrolling the borders of nodd jacob meets lynna a girl from the adjoining ranch who tempts him to sample the
forbidden worldly pleasures that lie beyond the fence jacob s faith his devotion and his grip on reality are tested as
his feelings for lynna blossom into something greater and the end days grow ever closer eden west is the story of
two worlds two hearts the power of faith and the resilience of the human spirit

ドラゴンズ・ワイルド
2009-05

ポーカー三昧の大学生活を終え 職を求めて伯父を訪ねたグリフェン ところが 伯父は意外すぎる事実を告げた かれと妹のヴァレリーは ドラゴンの純血種だというのだ 二人はその存在ゆえに 世界の勢力均衡を乱す
としてあらゆる組織の監視の的だという 突如追われる身となった兄妹は 情熱あふれる南部の街ニューオリンズに向かう 名匠アスプリンが晩年を過ごした街への愛情をこめて贈る 極上のドタバタ喜劇

Road Tripped
2020-06-09

superb road trip novel by turns introspective and humorous booklist starred review in this captivating story about
loss love and changing your ways national book award winning author pete hautman imbues the classic road trip
novel with clever wit and heartfelt musings about life and death steven gerald gabel a k a stiggy needs to get out of
minnesota his father recently took his own life his mother is a shell of the person she used to be and his sort of
girlfriend ghosted him and skipped town what does he have left to stick around for armed with his mom s credit
card and a tourist map of great river road stiggy sets off in his dad s car the only problem is life on his own isn t
exactly what he expected and soon enough he finds himself at a crossroads keep running from his demons or let
them hitch a ride back home with him

Full House
2007

people all over flinkwater are losing their memories and it s up to ginger to figure out what s going on in this sequel
to the quirky dryly funny booklist the flinkwater factor from national book award winning author pete hautman
absentmindedness in flinkwater a town overflowing with eccentric scientists and engineers is nothing new recently
however the number of confused forgetful citizens has been increasing and no one seems to know why ginger
crump figures it s none of her business she has her own problems like the strange cat that s been following her
around a cat that seems to be able to read and the report for school due monday and the fact that every digital
book in flinkwater has been vandalized by a fanatical censor forcing ginger to the embarrassingly retro alternative
of reading books printed on dead trees but when ginger s true love and future husband billy bates completely
forgets who she is things suddenly get serious and ginger swings into action

The Forgetting Machine
2016-09-20

the much anticipated sequel to the obsidian blade transports readers to the terrifying and thrilling world of lah lia
the enigmatic girl who changed tucker feye s life more than half a millennium in the future in the shadow of the
looming cydonian pyramid a pampered girl named lah lia has been raised for one purpose to be sacrificed through
one of the mysterious diskos that hover over the pyramid s top but just as she is about to be killed a strange boy
appears from the diskos providing a cover of chaos that allows her to escape and launching her on a time spinning
journey in which her fate is irreversibly linked to his in this second volume of the klaatu diskos trilogy tucker feye
and lah lia each hurtle through time relating their stories in alternating viewpoints that converge at crucial



moments fans of the first adventure will be intrigued by the chance to see the world through lah lia s eyes no
matter how disturbing the vision might be

The Cydonian Pyramid
2013-05-14

national book award winner pete hautman weaves several diverging time streams into one satisfying masterwork in
this stunning and revelatory series finale in a far distant future tucker feye and the inscrutable lia find themselves
atop a crumbling pyramid in an abandoned city in present day hopewell tucker s uncle kosh faces armed resistance
and painful memories as he attempts to help a terrorized woman named emma who is being held captive by a
violent man and on a train platform in 1997 a seventeen year old kosh is given an instruction that will change his
life and the lives of others forever tucker lia and kosh must evade the pursuit of maggot like timesweeps battle
master gheen s cult of lambs all while they puzzle out the enigmatic boggsians as they search for one another and
the secrets of the diskos who built them who is destroying them where and when will it all end

The Klaatu Terminus
2014-04-08

sixteen year old denn finds himself alienating both friends and family when he becomes obsessed with playing high
stakes poker with adult gamblers

Stone Cold
2000

national book award winner pete hautman explores a friendship like no other and the universal truth that dogs
make life better especially for underdogs evan doesn t seem to fit in at school or at home he goes out of his way to
avoid attention he sits at the back of the bus keeps his head down in class and keeps to himself but when a burr
covered border collie a survivor with a gut instinct about the boy starts following him around and joining him on his
runs evan s simple duck and dodge existence becomes a lot more complicated a lot more like life evolving from
wary companions to steadfast friends evan and the dog run fast and far together thwart an abusive dog breeder
and the school bully and find the courage to stand up for themselves and to open up to those who matter most
narrated in alternating viewpoints this relatable contemporary novel with classic coming of age themes has all the
hope pathos and emotional complexity that mark pete hautman s books for middle grade readers and is a deeply
satisfying read for animal lovers

Answers to Dog
2024-10-01

from award winning author pete hautman and mary logue comes a lively mystery series when high school student
alicia camden suddenly disappears the small town of bloodwater is in shock and it s up to roni delicata reporter for
the school newspaper the bloodwater pump and her brilliant sidekick brian bain to figure out what s going on with
suspects all around them and suspicions high roni and brian risk their lives and a few groundings from their parents
to get to the bottom of things but can they find alicia and solve the mystery before it s too late full of suspense and
humor readers will love to watch the hilarious relationship between roni and brian as they save the day



Snatched
2007-05-10

a funny clear eyed view of the realities of teenage love from national book award winner pete hautman a funny
clear eyed view of the realities of teenage love from national book award winner pete hautman jen and wes do not
meet cute they do not fall in love at first sight they do not swoon with scorching desire they do not believe that they
are instant soul mates destined to be together forever this is not that kind of love story instead they just hang
around in each other s orbits until eventually they collide and even after that happens they re still not sure where it
will go especially when jen starts to pity date one of wes s friends and wes makes some choices that he
immediately regrets from national book award winner pete hautman this is a love story for people not particularly
biased toward romance but it is romantic in the same way that truth can be romantic and uncertainty can be the
biggest certainty of all

The Big Crunch
2011-01-01

from national book award winner pete hautman comes a mysterious modern day fairy tale about developing a
moral compass and the slippery nature of conscience for annie s tenth birthday her papa gives her a pad of paper
some colored pencils and the klimas family secret it s called the nuodeema burna or eater of sins every time annie
misbehaves she has to write down her transgression and stick the paper into a hidey hole in the floor of their house
but annie s inheritance has a dark side with each paper fed to the burna she feels less guilty about the mean things
she says and does as a plague of rats threatens her small suburban town and the mystery of her birthright grows
annie caught in a cycle of purging her misdeeds begins to stop growing it is only when she travels to her family s
home country of litvania to learn more about the burna that annie uncovers the magnitude of the truth gripping and
emotionally complex pete hautman s inventive yarn for middle grade readers draws on magical realism to explore
coming of age and the path to moral responsibility

The Rat Queen
2022-10-04

フェイスブックで自殺を仄めかす少年 その裏にある盗難車による轢き逃げ事件 小さな町の暗部 snsでのバッシング 少年の母 弟 捜査官 目撃者 ４人の登場人物の視点から描かれる 嘘と秘密の５日間 アメリカ探
偵作家クラブ賞最優秀ペイパーバック賞受賞作

もし今夜ぼくが死んだら、
2020-03-18

thirteen year old ginger investigates a series of weird events taking place in her home town of flinkwater iowa
beginning with people falling into comas while using their computers

The Flinkwater Factor
2016-09-20

jack lund figures a good day is when his dad s too drunk to beat up his mom for jack bogg s end is the end the end
of the turbulent see saw years of watching his father go on the wagon and fall right back off gain once it took two
years but the inevitable inevitably happened now it s just jack and his mom starting over in the strange old house
his grandfather left them but the ride s not over yet jack s father returns full of apologies and promises and for a
little while things are looking up then in one terrifying sickening moment everything comes crashing back down



again so jack runs he runs through a strange hidden door that takes him back in time to before his parents were
born before he was born maybe with a second chance he can stop the inevitable at least he s got to try what jack
doesn t understand though is that he can t change his future until he faces his past

Mr. Was
2009-11-18

you could say that my railroad the madham line is almost the most important thing in my life next to andy morrow
my best friend lots of people think doug hanson is a freak he gets beat up after school and the girl of his dreams
calls him a worm doug s only refuge is creating an elaborate bridge for the model railroad in his basement and
hanging out with his best friend andy morrow a popular football star who could date any girl in school doug and
andy talk about everything except what happened at the tuttle place a few years back it does not matter to andy
that we live in completely different realities i m andy s best friend it does not matter to andy that we hardly ever
actually do anything together as doug retreats deeper and deeper into his own reality long buried secrets threaten
to destroy both doug and andy and everything else in doug s fragile world

Invisible
2012-02-07
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